
STARTER
Elizabeth stayed queen of England for so long because she made sure 
everybody knew how powerful she was by having her portraits painted.  
Each portrait has special symbols painted on it to show Elizabeth’s 
strengths.

Look at your picture 
carefully.  It was 
painted when 
Elizabeth was 67 year 
old!!!

Find these symbols in 
your portrait and put 
a circle round them.



STARTER

Eyes and ears
These show that 
Elizabeth hears and 
sees everything and so 
knows what is 
happening in her 
country,



STARTER

Rainbow
This shows Elizabeth 
brings peace after 
stormy times.



STARTER

The Jewelled globe
This means Elizabeth is 
wise in both affairs of 
the heart and mind.



STARTER

Jewelled Glove
This shows that men 
are prepared to throw 
down the gauntlet for 
Elizabeth.  They will 
fight a duel for her 
honour.



STARTER

Bridal hair
This is a sign of 
Elizabeth’s youth and 
virginity.  



STARTER

Huge head dress
This is to show that 
Elizabeth will always 
bring food to her 
people.  It supports her 
royal crown.



STARTER

The serpent and heart
The serpent is a sign of 
wisdom.
The heart is a symbol that 
Elizabeth loves and possesses 
her people.
Together they show that 
Elizabeth has the wisdom to 
control her heart.



STARTER

Angel’s wings
These show that 
Elizabeth has heavenly 
knowledge.  She has 
been given her power 
by God.



Main Task
Elizabeth is getting old and ill.  She hears that the people in the north are 
getting restless.  She must have a portrait painted and sent to them to 
show them her power.
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Design 
Elizabeth’s 
portrait.

•What head dress will 
she wear?
•What jewellery will 
she wear?
•What will be sewn on 
her dress?
•What will she hold in 
her hands?
•What will be in the 
background?
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